Classic mustang air conditioning

In some installations, only one hole needs to be drilled into your car. Our engineers designed
this kit to utilize OEM holes as much as possible. Our retrofit designs give every OE quality
component needed combined with better than original performance and reliability. Improve your
classic or vintage Mustang with the latest technology and best designed climate control system
on the market today. Even the controller is engineered to install in your dash with no
modifications! It was designed to fit directly into the OEM location with zero modification. This
control uses three knobs: mode, temperature and speed. Each kit comes complete with our
detailed, easy-to-follow installation instructions and mounting template. By using separate
coils, we improve the cooling and heating capacity of the total system. This makes you cooler
much faster! High performance. All Classic Auto Air Perfect Fit Systems are assembled using
spring metal retainers, and are screwed together to enable you to service the entire system if
the need ever arises. Beware of glued together units that are expensive to replace. The separate
coils improve the cooling and heating capacity of the total system. State of the art High Output
OEM style blower assemblies with internal heat sink speed controllers for thermal protection.
Excellent air volume with less electrical amperage. This is very important when installing on
older vehicles where the electrical systems are not upgraded to modern standards. All of the
mode doors and shafts are one piece composite extrusions. This exclusive feature allows for
larger diameter bearing surfaces and longer service life. No metal doors are utilized which
eliminates rust-prone failures. Classic Auto Air backs every system with unrivaled technical
support from car guys just like youâ€¦ we know them, we love them and we drive them!
Shopping cart close. Cart Support Tech Talk â€” Blog. We use cookies to ensure that we give
you the best experience on our website. If you continue to use this site we will assume that you
are happy with it. That makes for an easier installation and years of trouble-free operation. With
minimum modification to your vehicle. Each kit comes with detailed, easy-to-follow installation
instructions and mounting template this Classic Auto Air kit can be installed for a weekend
project. The reason we create model specific systems is due to the fact not one-size-fits-all.
Every component was chosen for its superior design and quality rather than a low cost. This kit
allows you to RetroFit your classic Ford Mustang to full air-conditioning, easily and
professionally. The exclusive ECU allows for infinite adjustability over all modes, providing you
with powerful air conditioning, heat on the floor, and dehumidified defrost. Engineered
specifically to use your Ford Mustang OEM heater or air conditioning controls to keep the
factory look. By using separate coils we improve the cooling and heating capacity of the total
system. This makes you cooler much faster! Read more. Your install instructions have many
errors and omissions, I would see if you could install your system with these instructions.
Drilling whole for drain should proceed the install of the ac box oops take it back out. DAH The
center dash vent will not fit the duct tube, you need better instructions or an adaptor of some
sorts. I definitely let them know your thoughts on the instructions and that they could use some
improvements. If you would like to contact our tech dept we can help you out with any other
questions you might have. Hope to hear from you soon. Your email address will not be
published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment.
Shopping cart close. Cart Support Tech Talk â€” Blog. Previous Post. Next Post. This model
specific Perfect Fit Smart Series Kit allows you to retrofit an original, standard, , , and Ford
Mustang with upgraded full air-conditioning, heat and dehumidified defrost. This fully electric
Perfect Fit Air Conditioning , Ford. December 21, Ford , ford truck Leave a comment. October 5,
fordtruck , Ford Leave a comment. If you are looking to have the stock lookâ€¦â€¦ Read more.
July 28, ackit , bronco Leave a comment. This kit June 8, ackit , GM 4 comments. Air
Conditioning. May 18, ackit , ACsystem 2 comments. Schedule your consultation with a Classic
Auto Air designer you get the same design levelâ€¦ Read more. May 4, ackit , ACsystem ,
fordtruck , Ford 4 comments. Engineered specifically to use our supplied Direct Finding the
correct parts for your vehicle is always challenging. Classic Auto Air has more model specific
Withâ€¦ Read more. AC Compressors. December 30, ackit , sandencompressor ,
yorkcompressor 4 comments. With our expert technical support, we have been are ready to help
you with your install. If you ever have a November 25, fordac , fordtruck , Ford Leave a
comment. March 28, at pm. Steven R says:. March 30, at pm. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your
email address will not be published. Leave this field empty. R â€¦ which gives you a brand new,
plug-n-play control that fits right into the OEM location with no modifications! This all-exclusive
Smart ECU has Simplified Wiring and allows for infinite adjustability over all modes, providing
you with powerful air conditioning, heat on the floor, and dehumidified defrost. All installation
kits include detailed, step-by-step instructions, and customizing is a breeze. Select an option
This model specific Perfect Fit Smart Series Kit allows you to retrofit an original, standard, Ford
Mustang with upgraded full air-conditioning, heat and dehumidified defrost. The 65 Mustang
Perfect Fit Smart Series air conditioning system is designed specifically to bolt into your 65

Mustang. Each kit comes with detailed, easy-to-follow installation instructions and mounting
template. Every component was chosen for its superior design and quality rather than a low
cost. By using separate coils we improve the cooling and heating capacity of the total system.
This Ford Mustang D. Zero fabrication needed, just plug and play. Classic Auto Air taken out all
the guesswork on wiring. Only three cables plug into the ECU. Within the Classic Auto Air
Bluetooth app, you can self-diagnose and troubleshoot with our advanced diagnostics. All
Classic Auto Air Perfect Fit Systems are assembled using spring metal retainers, and are
screwed together to enable you to service the entire system if the need ever arises. Beware of
glued together units that are expensive to replace. The separate coils improve the cooling and
heating capacity of the total system. You always get the absolute coldest discharge
temperatures with no fumbling of knobs or adjustmentsâ€¦ so, no coil freeze up! State of the art
High Output OEM style blower assemblies with internal heat sink speed controllers for thermal
protection. Excellent air volume with less electrical amperage. This is very important when
installing on older vehicles where the electrical systems are not upgraded to modern standards.
These designs are used today on modern vehicles to reduce head pressures and to transfer
heat more efficiently. Another Classic Auto Air advantage is the insistence on powder coating
many of our brackets. This gives them a better finish and much longer durability. Plus, no one
has more custom brackets than Classic. All of the mode doors and shafts are one piece
composite extrusions. This exclusive feature allows for larger diameter bearing surfaces and
longer life. No metal doors are utilizedâ€¦ which eliminates rust-prone failures. No exclusions
here. We believe in what we build. Classic Auto Air is the innovator in supplying pre-bent
condenser lines. These are high-quality aluminum lines that give an OEM appearance and speed
up installation. This give you a greater volume of unobstructed airflow. You also benefit from
larger door openings. Shopping cart close. Cart Support Tech Talk â€” Blog. Watch video. For
Non-Factory Air Vehicles. Not Just Aftermarket Air Conditioning! We use cookies to ensure that
we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to use this site we will assume
that you are happy with it. Our Mustang system is engineered specifically to use our Direct
Electronic Replacement controls D. The exclusive ECU allows for infinite adjustability over all
modes, providing you with powerful air conditioning, heat on the floor, and dehumidified
defrost. All installation kits include detailed, step-by-step instructions, and customizing is a
breeze. Select an option Each kit comes with detailed, easy-to-follow installation instructions
and mounting template when needed. Every component was chosen for its superior design and
quality rather than a low cost. By using separate coils we improve the cooling and heating
capacity of the total system. All Classic Auto Air Perfect Fit Systems are assembled using
spring metal retainers, and are screwed together to enable you to service the entire system if
the need ever arises. Beware of glued together units that are expensive to replace. The separate
coils improve the cooling and heating capacity of the total system. You always get the absolute
coldest discharge temperatures with no fumbling of knobs or adjustments State of the art High
Output OEM style blower assemblies with internal heat sink speed controllers for thermal
protection. Excellent air volume with less electrical amperage. This is very important when
installing on older vehicles where the electrical systems are not upgraded to modern standards.
Classic Auto Air utilizes custom made state of the art parallel flow "micro tube" condensers.
These designs are used today on modern vehicles to reduce head pressures and to transfer
heat more efficiently. With dozens of custom sizes and shapes
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available we tailor fit each one to your specific vehicle, making it a "Perfect Fit". Another
Classic Auto Air advantage is the insistence on powder coating many of our brackets. This
gives them a better finish and much longer durability. Plus, no one has more custom brackets
than Classic. All of the mode doors and shafts are one piece composite extrusions. This
exclusive feature allows for larger diameter bearing surfaces and longer life. No metal doors are
utilized No exclusions here. We believe in what we build. Classic Auto Air is the innovator in
supplying pre-bent condenser lines. These are high-quality aluminum lines that give an OEM
appearance and speed up installation. This give you a greater volume of unobstructed airflow.
You also benefit from larger door openings. Shopping cart close. Cart Support Tech Talk â€”
Blog. Each kit comes with detailed, easy-to-follow installation instructions and mounting
template when needed Not Just Aftermarket Air Conditioning! Kit Highlights.

